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NORTHERN LIGHTS: November Horoscopes

	By Jodie Cara Lindley

Scorpio 

(October 23 ? November 21)

Your creative energy is strong this month, so engage in artistic endeavors. Go deep within and bring to the surface anything that

fosters authentic self-expression. Try not to hide Scorpio, even though you want to. Let your inner genius shine.

Sagittarius 

(November 22 ? December 21)

You are going over old ground in November. It may be emotional for you. It may cause you to hide for a bit. But just know that you

are awakening to deep buried gifts and a sense of purpose. Let your inner vision and heart show you the way forward.

Capricorn

 (December 22 ? January 19)

The keyword for you in November is resolution. Things start falling into place. Puzzle pieces fit together. You will experience an

easier month as projects finish. Enjoy a lighter state of being Capricorn, and play a bit!

Aquarius 

(January 20 ? February 18)

Practice balance this month. While you will want to push hard to achieve, remember to take the pauses when they arrive. Balancing

out work and play will help you feel more grounded and secure. And remember to have a bit of patience too.

Pisces 

(February 19 ? March 20)

A feeling of happiness and contentment pervade in November. There is good coming your way Pisces. Allow it to come. You will

feel more analytical but apply what you find to the bigger picture. Avoid falling into the victim if you have any setbacks.

Aries 

(March 21 ?April 19)

Focus on the practical realities of life in November. Question your beliefs and consider how to move forward. Open to the flow. You

will feel more happy and fulfilled if you channel your energy into being of service in a realistic manner, versus doing only what you

want.

Taurus 

(April 20 ? May 20)

An important teacher arrives on the scene. Trust what they say to you and what your gut is telling you. You will feel more serious by

the end of November, and ready to focus on practicality and outward recognition. Apply your intuition to every situation.

Gemini 

(May 21 ? June 20)

Life will speed up considerably as November progresses. You will be shaking off a deep feeling of unease and exchanging it for

something much lighter. Your job is to awaken your inner lion and have the strength and courage to say no when you have to.

Cancer 

(June 21 ? July 21)

Slow down and enjoy the sweetness of life in November. Spend time with family and friends and let yourself feel good. Put any

intensity and angst into creative projects. Don't over-focus on your compulsion to hide away and feel safe.
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Leo 

(July 22 ? August 22)

You will lighten up considerably by the end of November. You are in the mood to release old hurts from the past and move onwards.

Let freedom and adventure reign. Give your nit-picky self some attention, but try to see the bigger picture instead.

Virgo 

(August 23 ? September 22)

Be open to receive help in November. You may have an issue with this, as everywhere you look you see work that needs to be done.

Balance out efficiency with allowing others to pitch in and assist. When you feel overwhelmed, let someone else take up the slack.

Libra 

(September 23 ? October 22)

You have access to hidden information. Pay attention to dreams and visions for messages. You will then know where to put your

efforts and hard work. Remember to look within for a sense of value and worth, and you will feel much more productive.

For more information about Jodie and astrology, visit www.EarthSkyJourneys.org.
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